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ABSTRACT

Do Immigrants Affect Firm-Specific Wages?*

In this paper, we propose and test a novel effect of immigration on the wages of native workers. Existing studies have focused on the wage effects that result from changes in the aggregate labour supply in a competitive labour market. We argue that if labour markets are not fully competitive, the use of immigrants may also affect wage formation at the most disaggregate level – the workplace. Using linked employer-employee data, we find that an increased use of workers from less developed countries has a significantly negative effect on the wages of native workers at the workplace – also when controlling for potential endogeneity of the immigrant share using both fixed effects and IV. Additional evidence suggests that this effect works at least partly through a general effect on the wage norm in the firm of hiring employees with poor outside options (the immigrants).
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1. Introduction

Many developed countries have experienced marked increases in immigration in recent decades. As a result, there has been a renewed interest in the economic consequences of immigration, and a number of papers analysing the effects on the wages of native workers have emerged. Although the papers differ in their choice of econometric approach, the underlying idea is the same: Immigration increases the supply of certain types of labour which in turn affects the marginal product of all types of labour and hence the wages of native workers in a competitive labour market. The size and direction of these effects depend both on the realised inflows of immigrants and the assumed or estimated substitution patterns between different types of labour. This is where the disagreement starts. As a consequence, some studies find relatively large negative effects of recent immigrant inflows on the wages of native workers (Borjas, 2003, 2006; Aydemir and Borjas, 2007, and Borjas, Freeman and Katz, 1997), while other studies find much smaller effects (Ottaviano and Peri, 2005, 2006; and Card, 1990, 2001, 2005).

In this paper, we propose and test an additional effect of immigration on the wages of native workers. We argue that immigration may not only affect wage formation through a change in the supply of labour at the aggregate level. If labour markets are not fully competitive, an increased use of immigrants at the firm level may directly influence the wages of native workers employed in the firm. This results in distributional consequences of immigration not captured by the aggregate supply side approach used in the existing literature.

There exists solid empirical evidence that wages are firm specific; see Blanchflower, Oswald and Sanfey (1996), Hildretch and Oswald (1997), and Arai (2003) among others. Local use of immigrants may therefore affect wage formation at the firm level through, e.g., bargaining effects or efficiency wages. Specifically, we shall argue that immigrants employed in a firm often have other outside options (and therefore other wages) than native workers. In particular, many immigrants are likely to have worse outside options due to language and cultural barriers as well as institutional discrimination against
immigrants. Furthermore, the employment of workers with other/worse outside options may affect not only their own wages, but the wages of all workers in the firm. One possibility is that it signals to other workers that the firm has “access” to relatively cheap labour. This improves the bargaining position of the firm vis-à-vis the workers; see, e.g., Rodrik (1997). Another possibility, which we pursue below, is that the wage norm in the firm changes when workers with different outside options are employed.

To show this, we set up an efficiency wage model where the work effort depends on the extent to which wages are considered to be fair; see Akerlof and Yellen (1990). We then illustrate how an increase in the share of workers with poorer outside options gives rise to a decrease in the wage norm in the firm, which in turn lowers the wages to all workers in the firm. Assuming that outside options are particularly bad for immigrants from less developed countries (LDCs) – and we shall document below that this is the case – the simple theoretical model leads to an immediately testable empirical hypothesis: A higher share of immigrants from less developed countries in the firm (or workplace) employment will reduce the wages of native workers.  

This hypothesis is tested using linked employer-employee data for 1993-2004 from a developed country (Denmark) that has experienced a particularly pronounced increase in the employment of immigrants. As we have observations on all individuals in the Danish labour market, we are able to construct very detailed measures of the use of immigrants at the workplace level. Furthermore, as data are register based, measurement problems are negligible. The results are therefore unlikely to suffer from the problem of attenuation bias which has recently been emphasised by Aydemir and Borjas (2005).

---

1 That outside options are particularly bad for immigrants from less developed countries follows from the fact that most of them are refugees or family reunified who cannot freely move to another country or return to their home country. Furthermore, compared to Danes and other immigrants, they have more restricted access to public benefits, and cultural and language barriers are typically larger than for immigrants from more developed countries. See also Section 3.1 below.
Our OLS estimates do indeed show a significant negative relationship between the share of immigrants from less developed countries in the workplace employment and the wages of native workers. From the OLS estimates we can, however, not conclude whether this represents a causal effect of the immigrants. An alternative explanation may be that certain types of workplaces both attract many immigrants and pay lower wages, or that certain native workers select into workplaces with a high share of immigrants.

While we use fixed effects for each combination of worker and workplace – so-called job-spell fixed effects – to take care of time-invariant omitted variables affecting both the wages of native workers and the share of immigrants, temporary shocks to demand may still lead to reverse causality. A priori, we would expect a positive firm-specific demand shock to increase both the wages of native workers and the immigrant share, as immigrants – due to their higher unemployment rate – are more easily available in the job market; see also Borjas (2001). This in turn creates an upward bias on the OLS and fixed effects estimates of the effect of immigrants on wages.

To deal with this problem, we instrument the share of immigrants in the workplace employment using the historical immigrant share at the workplace (5 years prior to the first year of our sample) interacted with the country level development in the employment of immigrants, which can safely be assumed exogenous to the individual firm. The idea behind this instrument is that workplaces with a high initial share of immigrants are also more likely to receive the largest subsequent inflows of immigrants both due to the presence of immigrant networks and because workplaces that have experience with using immigrants may have lower marginal costs of employing additional immigrants. With fixed effects at the job-spell level, this instrument is by construction valid as long as firm-specific temporary shocks to demand are not too long lasting (more than five years). Similar types of instruments have also been used by, e.g., Card (2001), Ottaviano and Peri (2005), and Cortes (2006) to instrument the regional shares of immigrants.

Note that firm-specific permanent shocks are not a problem here since they will be captured by the job-spell fixed effects.

2
Our fixed effects and IV estimations confirm that a higher share of immigrants from less developed countries has a negative impact on the wages of native workers. As expected, the IV estimates are also considerably more negative than the other estimates.

To throw some further light on the channel through which LDC immigrants lower the wages of native co-workers, we perform a couple of additional analyses. First, we consider the importance of immigrants from more developed countries. As these immigrants have much better outside options than immigrants from less developed countries, we should expect these to have much less negative effects (if negative at all) on the wages of native workers, provided that our hypothesis about the importance of different outside options is correct. This is exactly what we find.

Second, we run regressions separately for different educational groups of native workers to check whether the effects of immigrants from less developed countries reflect a general effect on the wage norm or a substitution effect at the workplace level in the sense that the native workers most similar to the immigrants see their marginal value and hence their bargaining power decrease. In the latter case, only the wages of less-skilled native workers should be lowered, as these are most similar to the LDC immigrants. However, we find that the use of immigrants from less developed countries affect high-skilled and low-skilled native workers almost equally. This strongly suggests that the estimated effect is not simply due to substitution effects at the workplace level, but (at least partly) represents a more general effect on the wage norm in the firm.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Data are described in Section 2. In Section 3, we present our theoretical model and outline the empirical strategy. Section 4 contains the estimation results. Finally, Section 5 concludes.
2. Data

From the Integrated Database of Labour Market Research (IDA), we hold information on all Danish residents in the period 1980-2004. From IDA, we first extract information about individual characteristics for a 5% sample of workers for the years 1993-2004. We restrict the sample to include only full-time private sector native workers in the age of 18-65 years from workplaces with at least 10 employees. Second, this sample is merged with individual information on income from the Income Registers in Statistics Denmark for the same period. Third, as all individuals in IDA are linked to workplaces, the whole population of full-time employees aged 18-65 from IDA is used to construct a number of workplace (and regional) characteristics such as the share of immigrants in the workplace employment. These variables are subsequently merged on to the 5% sample of workers. After eliminating the observations in the upper and lower 0.5 percentiles of the wage distribution, the final data set for 1993-2004 contains 543,089 observations from 85,892 workers and 42,819 workplaces.

The hourly wage rate is the dependent variable used in the analyses to follow. The wage rate is calculated as total labour income plus mandatory pension payments divided by the total number of hours worked in any given year. The measure for total labour income as such is highly reliable as it comes from the tax authorities.

A number of individual socioeconomic characteristics are used as control variables in the analyses. There is information about age, gender, marital status, the presence of children aged 0-6 years in the household, city size, labour market experience, tenure and education. Specifically, we work with three levels of education: Basic education, vocational education and higher education. This classification of education levels relies

---

3 For more details on the IDA data, see Abowd and Kramarz (1999).
4 Each person present in the period 1993-2004 is given the same probability of being sampled. For the sampled workers, we use observations on all years for which they were employed.
5 Information about workplace tenure only goes back to 1980, so an indicator variable for left censored tenure is also included.
on Danish educational codes. Higher education basically corresponds to the two highest categories (5 and 6) in the International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED), i.e., a tertiary education. Vocational education is defined as the final stage of secondary education encompassing programmes that prepare students for direct entry into the labour market. Thus, persons with just high school or equivalent are not included in this category but in the basic education category. Descriptive statistics for the individual characteristics are presented in Table 1.

[Insert Table 1 around here]

In addition to the variables listed in Table 1, we include individual information on industry of work (19 different industries) and region of residence (51 regions, defined from observed commuting patterns) in the analyses.

With respect to workplace characteristics, we use a variable for the size of the workplace in terms of the number of employees along with a number of variables measuring the composition of the employees. Table 2 summarises the main workplace level variables averaged over workplaces in 2004. Similar variables measuring the composition of employees at the regional level are also constructed and used in the analyses, but not reported in Table 2.

[Insert Table 2 around here]

Of particular importance is the definition of immigrants used in the paper. Immigrants are defined as individuals born outside Denmark with non-Danish parents, i.e. parents without Danish citizenship or themselves born outside Denmark. If no information is available on the parents, an individual born abroad is also considered an immigrant. As a consequence, in the group of native persons, we include all individuals born in Denmark, irrespectively of the status of the parents, as well as individuals born abroad when at least one parent is Danish.
In the analyses to follow, we distinguish between three different groups of origin countries for the immigrants: 1) The EU-15 countries plus Norway and Iceland; 2) All remaining developed countries according to the UN definition; and 3) All less developed countries according to the UN definition. Note that the origin country of an immigrant is defined from the parents' countries of birth (or citizenship) whenever that information is available. That is, an individual born by Swedish parents in Canada is considered Swedish.

Information on origin countries of the immigrants is used to construct variables measuring the workplace (and regional) shares of the different groups of immigrants among the employees. Summary statistics of these workplace level variables are included in the lower part of Table 2. Note that each immigrant group is only present in about one fourth of the workplaces.

Denmark is an interesting case to study since it is one of the European countries that has experienced the strongest relative increase in the employment of immigrants. Figure 1 shows the development in the importance of each of the three groups of immigrants in total employment in the period 1993-2004. We can see that especially the share of immigrants from less developed countries in total employment has increased dramatically in the period considered. Its share has more than doubled from around 1% in 1993-94 to well above 2% ten years later.

3. Theory and Empirical Strategy

If goods and labour markets are perfectly competitive, workers with identical qualifications will get the same wage, irrespectively of where they work. In that case,

---

6 The UN definition is available at http://esa.un.org/unpp/definition.html. The last group also includes immigrants with unknown origins, as these are unlikely to belong to the first two groups.
there should be no effects on the wages of native workers from hiring immigrants at the workplace. In contrast, if goods markets are imperfectly competitive and firms earn rents, there may be room for firm-specific wages where firms and workers somehow share the rents. There exists considerable evidence of such rent sharing taking place in practice; see, e.g., Blanchflower, Oswald and Sanfey (1996), Hildretch and Oswald (1997) and Arai (2003). This in turn leaves room for firm and workplace specific characteristics – including the use of immigrants – to play a role for individual wages.

If the hiring of immigrants should matter for the wages of native co-workers, immigrants must somehow differ from native workers in economically important ways. Our hypothesis is that immigrants have other outside options. Moreover, immigrants from different parts of the world have different outside options. In Section 3.1, we further argue why we should expect this to be the case and present some evidence to support our claim. Section 3.2 then outlines an efficiency wage model that shows how outside options of individual workers affect wages of all workers in the firm. This model results directly in a testable hypothesis about the link between the share of immigrants in the firm and the wages of native workers. Finally, Section 3.3 presents the empirical strategy used to test this hypothesis.

3.1 Immigrants and Native Workers

In this section, we argue that an important difference between native workers and different types of immigrant workers is that they do not have the same options outside the firm.

Above, we distinguished between three groups of immigrants. The first group consists of immigrants from the EU-15 countries, Norway and Iceland. Immigrants from these countries have relatively good options outside their current employment. They can freely move to another EU-country, and they come from countries which are similar to Denmark with respect to culture and institutions. When it comes to immigrants from the Nordic countries, the language barrier is furthermore minimal. Moreover, as (most of)
these immigrants are EU-citizens, they have the same rights to support from the public sector (including social benefits) as Danish citizens.

The third group is the immigrants from less developed countries (LDC immigrants). We expect these immigrants to have the worst outside options. Most of them have come to Denmark as refugees or as a result of family reunification. Typically, they cannot freely move to another country or return to their home country. Furthermore, they come from countries having a culture and a language which are often very different from the Danish. Finally, they do not have the same rights to support from the public sector as EU citizens.

The second group of immigrants (immigrants from all remaining developed countries) constitutes an intermediate case. Immigrants from these countries have culture and language barriers most similar to those from group 1, and like group 1 immigrants, they are typically free to return to their home country or move on to a third country. However, they do not have the same rights to, e.g., social benefits in Denmark as EU-citizens have.

In sum, we should expect outside options to be particularly bad for immigrants from less developed countries whereas immigrants from EU-15 countries (group 1) are likely to have the best options outside their current employment. For immigrants from groups 1 and 2, outside options may in fact be better than for many Danish employees, as these immigrants also have the option to return to their home country at relatively low costs.

We cannot directly estimate the outside options of the different types of immigrants and native workers as these are determined by their opportunities inside as well as outside Denmark. However, with respect to their opportunities inside Denmark, the average wage and the unemployment rate for workers of their type are at least two rough indications of their options outside their current employment.

The first two columns of Table 3 report the results from two standard Mincer-type regressions where individual wages in 2004 are regressed on the usual explanatory
variables. Moreover, we have included dummy variables indicating whether the worker belongs to one of the three immigrant groups. It is the estimated coefficients to these variables that are reported in Table 3.

The results in the third column of Table 3 are from a Probit estimation over the entire workforce where the dependent variable is a dummy for being unemployed in 2004. Explanatory variables are otherwise as in the wage regressions, except that the industry dummies cannot be included now. The reported numbers are the marginal effects on the unemployment probability of belonging to one of the three groups of immigrants (calculated in the mean of the data).

[Insert Table 3 around here]

We see that the wages of immigrants from EU-15 countries are almost the same as for native workers. In fact, for full-time employees, the coefficient estimate is slightly positive, although not significant. The wages of LDC immigrants, on the other hand, are between 14.2% and 15.5% lower, depending on whether we consider all employees or only full-time employees. As expected, immigrants from other developed countries constitute an intermediate case with wages between 4.6% and 10.0% lower than those of native workers.

The picture is the same when it comes to the risk of unemployment, where LDC immigrants have a 10.8% higher risk of being unemployed. This risk is only 1.3% and 5.0% for EU-15 immigrants and immigrants from other developed countries, respectively.

---

7 The explanatory variables included in the regressions are: age, age squared, sex, and dummy variables for 14 regions, 9 industries, and the three immigrant groups. The regressions are performed on a cross-section from 2004 covering the entire workforce between 18 and 65 years of age. In the wage regressions in columns (1) and (2), we restrict attention to wage workers.
These findings are consistent with results in Husted et al. (2001) who show that both wages and employment probabilities are particularly low for refugee immigrants in Denmark, especially in the first years after their entry.

While the results from Table 3 – and the additional evidence from Husted et al. (2001) – do not provide a final proof of outside options being worse for immigrants from less developed countries, they strongly indicate that this is the case. They are also consistent with our conjecture that immigrants from EU-15 are those having the best outside options, whereas group 2 immigrants constitute an intermediate case.

In the analyses to follow, we shall focus on the effects of immigrants from less developed countries (LDC immigrants) as they appear to be the ones with the most pronounced differences relative to the native workers. In Section 4.2, we will, however, return to the importance of the other types of immigrants.

3.2 An Efficiency Wage Model

In this section, we show how poor outside options of some employees in a firm (the immigrants) may affect the wages of all workers in the firm. One possibility is that native workers in firms using more immigrant workers may see their bargaining position vis-à-vis the firm getting worse. If native workers are considered as being the insiders in the firm with relatively high wages, employment of immigrants with worse outside options may signal to these insiders that the firm has another and cheaper source of labour to draw from. This may in turn weaken the bargaining position of the insiders, i.e., the native workers; see, e.g., Lindbeck and Snower (1986) and Rodrik (1997).

Another possibility is that a trade union in the firm bargains over wages on behalf of all workers in the firm. In case of such collective bargaining, the wage is likely to depend on the average outside option of all the employees; see, e.g., McDonald and Solow (1981). If more immigrant workers imply that the average employee has worse outside options, the wage level in the firm is likely to decrease.
In the following, we focus on a third possibility, namely that the employment of immigrants affects the wage norm in the firm. Immigrant workers with poor outside options are likely to accept relatively low wages. This is consistent with the empirical evidence above. Therefore, employment of these immigrants may decrease the wage norm in the firm which negatively affects the wages of all other workers in the firm. In the following, we illustrate how this mechanism may work in a simple efficiency wage model building on the fair wage-effort hypothesis present in, e.g., Akerlof and Yellen (1990).\footnote{A review of the empirical evidence for this model can be found in Howitt (2002).}

We assume that there are two types of workers in a firm: Native workers and immigrants. The outside option for immigrant workers is $R_I$, and for native workers it is $R_N$, where $R_I < R_N$.\footnote{For the firm, there may be different hiring costs associated with employing the two types of workers, which may explain why the firm employs both types of workers although they end up getting different wages (see below). If the hiring costs of immigrants are higher than those of native workers, the wages of native workers must be higher in an equilibrium where the firm employs both types of labour.} The effort of each individual depends on the wage relative to what this individual considers to be a fair wage. In particular, we assume that the effort of individual $i$ is given as:

$$e_i = \begin{cases} 
(W_i - W_i^*)^\beta/W_i^* & \text{if } W_i > W_i^* \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (1)$$

where $W_i$ is the wage of worker $i$ in the firm, and $W_i^*$ is the wage which worker $i$ considers to be fair. $\beta$ is the elasticity of the effort with respect to the difference between the actual wage and the fair wage ($0 < \beta < 1$).\footnote{This functional form of the effort function has been used by, e.g., Summers (1988) and Romer (2001).} The effort function shows that a worker puts more effort into the job if the wage increases relative to what is considered to be the fair wage.
The firm is assumed to determine the wage rate by minimising the wage per effort unit of the worker, \( W_i/e_i \). This implies that the wage is given as:

\[
W_i = \frac{1}{1 - \beta} W^*_i .
\]  (2)

Next, we assume that the fair wage, \( W^*_i \), depends on the outside option of the worker, \( R_i \), as well as the wage norm in the firm. In particular, we assume that \( W^*_i \) is given by a weighted average of the two:

\[
W^*_i = \bar{W}^\alpha R_i^{1 - \alpha}, \quad 0 < \alpha < 1 ,
\]  (3)

where \( \bar{W} \) is the wage norm, which we assume is given as the geometric average of all wages in the firm.\(^1\) Since there are two types of workers (natives and immigrants), the average wage becomes:

\[
\bar{W} = (W_I)^S (W_N)^{1 - S} ,
\]  (4)

where \( S \) is the immigrant share in the firm, \( W_I \) is the wage of immigrants (who are all assumed to be identical), and \( W_N \) is the wage of native workers (also assumed identical). In practice, where workers also differ in terms of observable human capital, we can think of the wages, \( W_I \) and \( W_N \), as human-capital adjusted wages.

By using (3) and (4) in (2), we find that:

\[
w_N = \frac{c}{1 - (1 - S)\alpha} + \frac{S\alpha}{1 - (1 - S)\alpha} W_I + \frac{(1 - \alpha)}{1 - (1 - S)\alpha} R_N , \tag{5}
\]

\(^1\) Strictly speaking, it should be the average over all workers in the firm except worker \( i \), but if the number of workers is not too small, the two measures will be virtually identical. We proceed as if this is the case.
\[ w_i = \frac{c}{1 - S \alpha} + \frac{(1 - S) \alpha}{1 - S \alpha} w_N + \frac{1 - \alpha}{1 - S \alpha} r_I, \]  

where \( w_N = \log(W_N), \) \( w_I = \log(W_I), \) \( r_N = \log(R_N), \) \( r_I = \log(R_I), \) and \( c = -\log(1 - \beta). \) These equations illustrate how the wage of one type of worker spills over to the wage of the other type through the wage norm in the firm. By solving (5) and (6) with respect to \( w_N \) (and \( w_I \)), we find that the wage of native workers in the firm is given by:

\[ w_N = \frac{c}{1 - \alpha} + r_N + \alpha (r_I - r_N) S, \]  

If the outside options of immigrants and natives are identical, \( r_I = r_N, \) it has no implications for the wages of native workers that the firm hires more immigrants. However, if the outside options of the immigrants are worse than the outside options of native workers, \( r_I < r_N, \) the wages of native workers in the firm decrease as the share of immigrants goes up. Similarly, if the outside options of immigrants are better than those of native workers, \( r_I > r_N, \) the wages of native workers increase if the firm hires more immigrants.

### 3.3 Estimation Strategy

Interpreting \( w_N \) as the human-capital adjusted wage of native workers, and focusing on immigrants from less developed countries, equation (7) directly gives us an estimable equation for the wages of native workers:

\[ w_{ijt} = a_0 + a_1 S_{jt} + a_2 X_{ijt} + \varepsilon_{ijt}, \]  

where \( w_{ijt} \) is the (log) wage of individual \( i \) in workplace \( j \) in period \( t, \) \( S_{jt} \) is the share of immigrants from less developed countries in workplace \( j \) at time \( t, \) and \( X_{ijt} \) is a vector of time-variant observable individual and workplace characteristics affecting the value of the human-capital of individual \( i \) in workplace \( j \) at time \( t. \) Furthermore, \( a_0 = c/(1 - \alpha) \) and
As far as immigrants from less developed countries have outside options which are worse than those of native workers, we expect $a_1$ to be negative.

OLS estimation of (8) may be biased for several reasons. First, unobservable workplace characteristics may cause some workplaces to both pay different wages and attract more immigrants. This could be the case for, e.g., foreign-owned firms where it is well established empirically that they pay higher wages; see, e.g., Lipsey (2002). Alternatively, workplaces with unattractive working conditions may be required to pay higher wages (as compensation) and may at the same time attract more immigrants if these are less picky than native workers. Second, unobservable individual characteristics may also be correlated with the immigrant share if certain native workers select the workplaces that hire many (or few) immigrants.

In the estimations to follow, we control for such unobserved workplace and worker characteristics using fixed effects for each combination of worker and workplace (so-called job-spell fixed effects). This results in the following specification of our empirical model:

$$ w_{jt} = a_0 + a_1 S_{jt} + a_2 X_{jt} + \varphi_t + \theta_{jt} + \epsilon_{jt}, \quad (9) $$

where $\theta_{jt}$ is the job-spell fixed effect and $\varphi_t$ is a year fixed effect. With fixed effects for each worker-workplace combination, identification is based on changes in the immigrant share at a workplace over time within a job-spell. Here, the relatively long time horizon of our panel (12 years) is very useful.

Still, reverse causality may bias estimates of $a_1$ even with fixed effects included as in (9). This could happen if immigrants are attracted to firms that (in some periods) pay higher wages due to unobserved demand shocks. The argument is that immigrants are more likely than native workers to be hired by firms experiencing a positive shock as immigrants are more easily available in the job market and/or have lower mobility costs;
see Borjas (1999) or Borjas (2001) who argues that immigrants “grease the labour market”. This in turn creates an upward bias on the estimate of $a_1$ in (9).

To address this problem, we instrument the share of immigrants from less developed countries in workplace $j$ in period $t$, $S_{jt}$. As instrument, we use the share of LDC immigrants in workplace $j$ in 1987 (five years prior to the first year of our sample) interacted with the country level increase between 1987 and $t$ in the employment of LDC immigrants:

$$S_{j,1987} \cdot \left( \frac{S_t}{S_{1987}} \right),$$

where $S_t$ and $S_{1987}$ are the shares of immigrants from less developed countries in overall employment in year $t$ and 1987, respectively.\(^{12}\) Thus, we are basically using the 1987 distribution of immigrants across workplaces to allocate the subsequent increases in immigrant employment at the country level. The idea behind this instrument is that immigrants are likely to obtain employment in workplaces which already employ immigrants. First, because these workplaces have overcome the barriers associated with employing immigrants: They have changed their working language and have made special allowances for cultural and religious diversities, etc. Thus, workplaces that have experience with using immigrants are likely to have lower marginal costs of employing additional immigrants. Second, because of network effects among the immigrants. Networks have previously been shown to be important for the location choices of immigrants as they facilitate assimilation and the job search process; see, e.g., Munshi (2003). It seems reasonable that such networks should also matter for job decisions.

As the country-level development in immigrant employment can safely be assumed exogenous at the workplace level, our instrument is valid by construction as long as the

\(^{12}\) Workplaces that did not exist in 1987 are imputed a value of zero for $S_{j,1987}$. In Section 4, we also present estimation results which rely on 1990 and 1992 shares instead. This minimises the problem with non-existing workplaces, but increases the risk of long-lasting temporary shocks biasing the estimates.
unobserved factors determining the historical immigrant shares do not affect subsequent wages. As job-spell fixed effects are included in the IV regressions, this is only a problem if a pre-sample temporary shock to wages (prices) affects both the immigrant share in 1987 and wages in part of the sample period. I.e. the shock should last more than five years. If the shock lasts the entire sample period, however, it will be captured by the fixed effects. Note also that similar types of instruments have previously been used by, e.g., Card (2001), Ottaviano and Peri (2005), and Cortes (2006) to instrument the regional shares of immigrants.

4. Empirical Results

This section presents the results of the estimations. Section 4.1 contains the results from estimating the specification in (9), whereas we devote Section 4.2 to further exploration of the underlying mechanisms.

4.1 Basic Specification

Table 4 contains the results of estimating three variants of the basic model in (9): A simple pooled OLS estimation, a regression with job-spell fixed effects, and a 2SLS regression with job-spell fixed effects.\(^{13}\)

Individual control variables included in the regressions are: Dummy variables for six different age groups and three education levels, dummy variables for being married and for children aged 0-6 years in the household, experience, experience squared, tenure, tenure squared, and dummy variables for city size. A number of variables to control for workplace characteristics are also included: The number of employees, the share of employees in different educational groups, the share of employees above 40 years, and

\(^{13}\) The IV estimation is implemented as a two-stage least squares (2SLS) since this may generate more efficient estimates. It should be noted that our potentially endogenous regressor, \(S_{jt}\), takes on values in the interval \([0,1]\), so in principle the first stage equation should be a non-linear Tobit. However, Angrist and Krueger (2001) argue that 2SLS is a robust estimation method and that consistency of the second-stage estimates does not depend on getting the first-stage functional form right.
the share of female employees as well as twenty industry dummies. Finally, regional specific time trends and unemployment rates as well as the regional shares of women, older workers and different educational groups in employment are included to control for aggregate supply side effects. To further control for aggregate supply effects of immigration, we also include the shares of the three different groups of immigrants in the regional employment among the regressors.\textsuperscript{14}

In the OLS estimation in column (1), we find a significantly negative effect of the LDC immigrant share on the wages of native workers.\textsuperscript{15} The point estimate of $a_1$ is -0.25. This estimate becomes numerically smaller but remains significantly negative in the fixed effects regression in column (2). More specifically, an increase in the share of immigrants from less developed countries of 1 percentage point is found to reduce earnings of native co-workers by approximately 0.14\% when job-spell fixed effects are applied.

[Insert Table 4 around here]

As argued above, OLS and fixed effects estimates are likely to be biased upwards due to the presence of firm-specific temporary shocks increasing wages and attracting more immigrants. To address this problem, we apply the IV strategy described in the previous section.

The first stage results (available upon request) show that our suggested instrument is highly relevant. The coefficient estimate to the (demeaned) instrument is significantly positive indicating that a higher initial share of immigrants is indeed associated with a

\textsuperscript{14} An alternative way of controlling for aggregate supply side effects of immigration would be to include the immigrant supply shock within individual $i$’s own skill-group, as in Borjas (2003). However, as both education and experience are poorly observed for immigrants, we stick to the former approach.

\textsuperscript{15} In the OLS regression, standard errors are clustered at the workplace level which implies robust standard errors. In the fixed effects regressions, robust standard errors are used, as the job-spell fixed effects take care of clustering at the workplace and worker level; see Wooldridge (2002).
higher subsequent intake. Furthermore, the first stage F-statistic (reported in column (3) of Table 4) is 62.32, which is well above the critical value of 10 suggested by Staiger and Stock (1997) and Stock and Yogo (2002) to avoid problems with weak instruments that can seriously bias the IV estimates; see also Bound, et al. (1995) and Stock et al. (2002).

The third column in Table 4 contains the relevant parameter estimates from the second stage wage regression. The results from this column confirm that immigrants from less developed countries have a negative effect on the wages of native workers. As expected, the IV estimate is also considerably more negative than the OLS and the fixed effects estimates in columns (1) and (2), although with a somewhat higher standard error as well. An increase in the share of immigrants from less developed countries of 1 percentage point is now found to reduce earnings of native workers by approximately 2.2%, where the 95% confidence interval ranges from -1.35% to -3.10%.

As a check on the robustness of the IV results, we ran the IV regressions using the 1990-shares and 1992-shares of LDC immigrants at the workplace as alternative instruments (both interacted with the country-level development in the employment of LDC immigrants); see columns (4) and (5) in Table 4. Results are very similar with estimated values of $a_1$ equal to -1.89 when using the 1992-share and -2.02 when using the 1990-share. The values of the first stage F-statistics are, however, somewhat smaller in these cases, indicating that the 1987-share is the strongest instrument.

Finally, we also ran the regression using all three instruments in the first stage regression. This produced a second stage estimate of $a_1$ of -2.15; see column (6). Furthermore, testing for exogeneity using the Hansen J-statistic in the specification where all three instruments are used, we were not able to reject the null hypothesis that the instruments were exogenous (the p-value was 0.843).

4.2 How do Immigrants Lower Wages?

The results in Table 4 are strongly supportive of a negative causal impact of immigrant workers from less developed countries on the wages of native co-workers. We have
hypothesised that this effect arises due to a general effect on the wage norm in the firm when workers with worse outside options are hired (the LDC immigrants). However, we also mentioned in Section 3.2 that there could be several alternative – although related – channels through which such a firm-specific effect of the use of immigrants could arise. In this section, we try to shed some further light on the importance of these different channels.

First, in Table 5, we include the shares of immigrants from the two other groups of origin countries: The EU-15 countries (incl. Norway and Iceland) and the other developed countries, respectively. If the effects of immigrants work through their outside options, the effects of a higher share of these other immigrants should be less negative (or even positive) – especially when it comes to the immigrants from the other EU-15 countries. In Table 5, we therefore present results similar to those of Table 4, but with all three immigrant shares included. For the IV regressions, we construct instruments for the additional immigrant shares in exactly the same way as we did for the LDC immigrant share by using the share in a pre-sample year (1987, 1990 or 1992) interacted with the subsequent country-level increases.

[Insert Table 5 around here]

We see from Table 5 that the estimates of the coefficients to the two additional immigrant groups are indeed significantly positive in the OLS and FE regressions in columns (1) and (2). They are also positive but, in general, insignificant in the IV regressions in columns (3)-(5), although basing the instruments on the 1990-shares causes the coefficient estimate for EU-15 immigrants to become significantly positive at the 5% level. In any case, these results are fully in accordance with an effect of immigrants working through their outside options.

Second, we test whether the negative effect of LDC immigrants apply equally to different groups of native workers. If immigrants affect the general wage norm in the firm, we should expect all workers to be affected by an increase in the use of LDC immigrants. If,
on the other hand, the negative estimate reflects substitution effects within the workplace that lower the marginal product and hence the bargaining power of similar native workers – or it only affects the wage norm for similar workers – then we should expect the effect to be limited to a smaller group of the employees. In particular, we would expect a considerably smaller negative or even a positive effect for high-skilled native workers. The reason is that LDC immigrants are to a very large extent low-skilled workers and/or work in low-skilled jobs.\textsuperscript{16} Hence, firm-level substitution effects should mainly be of relevance to the least educated native workers, whereas higher educated native workers may in fact experience a complementarity effect. These effects can be seen as local versions of the aggregate supply effects of immigration studied in the existing literature; see, \textit{e.g.}, Borjas (2003) and Ottaviano and Peri (2006).

To investigate this issue, we ran the regressions in (9) separately for different educational groups of natives. The results of these estimations are presented in Table 6. The OLS and FE estimates of $a_1$ are very similar across the different educational groups. In fact, the most negative OLS estimate is found for those with further education. This strongly suggests that the effect of hiring LDC immigrants is not restricted to similar native workers. Although, the IV estimates in columns (3), (6) and (9) indicate that the effect is most negative for unskilled native workers, the effect for native workers with a further education, column (9), is also strongly negative, and the 95\% confidence intervals for the two parameter estimates overlap quite a bit. The IV estimate for workers with a vocational education is not significantly different from zero, but the instrument is also weakest in this case (the first-stage F-statistic is 14.4).

[Insert Table 6 around here]

Thus, it seems as if the effects of hiring immigrants from less developed countries are not restricted to the native workers most similar to the immigrants. This in turn suggests that something more than a local substitution effect is at work.

\textsuperscript{16} In 2004, 64\% of the LDC immigrants had basic or unreported education compared to 35\% for native workers.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed and tested an additional effect of immigration on the wages of native workers. Using detailed employer-employee data from Denmark for the period 1993-2004, we have shown that an increase in the share of immigrants from less developed countries in the workplace employment lowers wages for native co-workers.

We have argued that in a labour market that is not perfectly competitive, such an effect may arise as workers and firms share firm-specific rents. The hiring of immigrants with lower outside options may then lower the wage norm in the firm or reduce the bargaining power of (similar) native workers.

Our IV estimates point to a sizeable negative effect on native wages from hiring immigrants from less developed countries at the workplace. A one percentage point increase (corresponding to the average increase in employment of these immigrants in the period 1993-2004) is associated with a negative wage effect of around 2%.

The employment of immigrants from more developed countries, on the other hand, does not reduce wages of native workers. This is consistent with these immigrants having much better outside options.

Finally, we found that the negative effect of employing LDC immigrants not only pertain to similar native workers at the workplace. Highly-educated workers are also seriously negatively affected. This indicates that the effect is not simply a firm-specific substitution effect where LDC immigrants reduce the marginal product of similar native workers and hence their bargaining position towards the firm. Instead, the result suggests that LDC immigrants reduce the general wage norm in the firm.

This in turn implies that this firm-specific wage effect of LDC immigrants may have consequences for the average wages in the economy which are not captured by studies
focusing on substitution effects between similar native and immigrant workers (Borjas, 2003, and Ottaviano and Peri, 2005, 2006).
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### Table 1: Summary Statistics: Individual Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std dev</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age 18-24</td>
<td>0.10135</td>
<td>0.30179</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 25-29</td>
<td>0.13256</td>
<td>0.33910</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 30-39</td>
<td>0.30560</td>
<td>0.46066</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 40-49</td>
<td>0.24749</td>
<td>0.43155</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 50-59</td>
<td>0.18742</td>
<td>0.39025</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 60-65</td>
<td>0.02557</td>
<td>0.15786</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.32860</td>
<td>0.46971</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>0.53526</td>
<td>0.49876</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children 0-6 years</td>
<td>0.22691</td>
<td>0.41883</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>16.58214</td>
<td>9.55772</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenure</td>
<td>4.54905</td>
<td>5.28484</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenure censored</td>
<td>0.05890</td>
<td>0.23543</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic education</td>
<td>0.35986</td>
<td>0.47996</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational education</td>
<td>0.47663</td>
<td>0.49945</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further education</td>
<td>0.16351</td>
<td>0.36983</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copenhagen</td>
<td>0.20837</td>
<td>0.40615</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large city</td>
<td>0.13578</td>
<td>0.34256</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small city</td>
<td>0.65585</td>
<td>0.47509</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of observations  543,089

Note: Summary statistics are computed as simple averages across all observations in the data set.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std dev</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Share with value=0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>log (number of employees)</td>
<td>3.4452</td>
<td>0.9011</td>
<td>2.3026</td>
<td>8.3722</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female share</td>
<td>0.3335</td>
<td>0.2687</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share with basic education</td>
<td>0.3222</td>
<td>0.1933</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share with vocational education</td>
<td>0.5120</td>
<td>0.5980</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share with further education</td>
<td>0.1658</td>
<td>0.2087</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share aged 40-65 years</td>
<td>0.4601</td>
<td>0.2097</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant share (group 1)</td>
<td>0.0130</td>
<td>0.0346</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7500</td>
<td>0.7269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant share (group 2)</td>
<td>0.0099</td>
<td>0.0299</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7143</td>
<td>0.7877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant share (group 3)</td>
<td>0.0176</td>
<td>0.0532</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8667</td>
<td>0.7449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of workplaces in 2004</td>
<td>16,823</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Summary statistics are computed as simple averages across all workplaces in the data set in 2004.
## Table 3: Wages and Unemployment - Native Workers vs. Immigrants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable:</th>
<th>log (hourly wage)</th>
<th>unemployment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1) OLS</td>
<td>(2) OLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant from an EU-15 country</td>
<td>-0.0056* (0.0022)</td>
<td>0.0023 (0.0021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant from another developed country</td>
<td>-0.0461** (0.0025)</td>
<td>-0.0997** (0.0024)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant from a less developed country (LDC)</td>
<td>-0.1421** (0.0018)</td>
<td>-0.1551** (0.0017)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Industry effects**
- yes

**Regional effects**
- yes

| Observations | 2,494,848 | 2,127,852 | 2,831,134 |
| R-squared | 0.3751 | 0.2838 | 0.0317 |

Notes: Estimations are based on a cross section from 2004, including all individuals aged 18-65 in the workforce. Column (1) presents results from a wage regression for all workers, whereas column (2) restricts attention to all full-time workers. Control variables included but not reported are: Age, age^2, sex, education (three groups), industry (9 groups), and region (14 groups). Column (3) presents results from a Probit regression over the entire workforce where the dependent variable is a dummy for being unemployed. Control variables included but not reported are: Age, age^2, sex, education (three groups), and region (14 groups). The estimates reported are the marginal effects in the mean of the data.
Table 4: LDC Immigrants at the Workplace and the Wages of Native Workers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependent variable:</td>
<td>log(hourly wage)</td>
<td>log(hourly wage)</td>
<td>log(hourly wage)</td>
<td>log(hourly wage)</td>
<td>log(hourly wage)</td>
<td>log(hourly wage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>OLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>FE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV (all)</td>
<td>IV (all)</td>
<td>IV (all)</td>
<td>IV (all)</td>
<td>IV (all)</td>
<td>IV (all)</td>
<td>IV (all)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share in workplace</td>
<td>-0.2482**</td>
<td>-0.1444**</td>
<td>-2.2259**</td>
<td>-2.0237**</td>
<td>-1.8871*</td>
<td>-2.1515**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employment of</td>
<td>(0.0275)</td>
<td>(0.0197)</td>
<td>(0.4465)</td>
<td>(0.6596)</td>
<td>(0.7409)</td>
<td>(0.4779)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>immigrants from less</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>developed countries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job-spell fixed effects</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time effects</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry effects</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional effects</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional time trends</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>543,089</td>
<td>543,089</td>
<td>543,089</td>
<td>543,089</td>
<td>543,089</td>
<td>543,089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.3940</td>
<td>0.9071</td>
<td>0.2482</td>
<td>0.2562</td>
<td>0.2611</td>
<td>0.2512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. stage F-test of</td>
<td>62.30</td>
<td>35.25</td>
<td>26.17</td>
<td>21.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instrument(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Estimations are based on a panel from 1993-2004. The panel includes a 5% sample of full-time private sector native workers aged 18-65 from workplaces with 10+ employees. Control variables included but not reported are: 1) Individual characteristics: Experience, experience^2, tenure, tenure^2, a dummy for censored tenure in 1980, individual dummy variables for age (six groups), sex, education (three groups), marital status, children aged 0-6 years, and city size (three groups); 2) Workplace characteristics: Number of employees (log), share of women in employment, share aged 40+, share of employees with further education, share with vocational education, and twenty industry dummies; 3) Regional characteristics: Unemployment rate, share of women in employment, share aged 40+, ... shares of immigrants from group 1, 2, and 3, respectively, in employment, as well as regional dummies and time trends. In columns (3), (4) and (5), the instruments used are, respectively, the 1987, 1990, and 1992 shares of LDC immigrants at the workplace interacted with the increase in the share of LDC immigrants in employment at the country level since then. In column (6), all three instruments are used. R-squared statistics reported in columns (3)-(6) are for the demeaned variables. Standard errors in parentheses. In column (1), standard errors are clustered by workplaces. Robust standard errors are used in columns (2)-(6). ** indicates significance at the 1% level, * indicates significance at the 5% level.
Table 5: Immigrants by Origin Countries and the Wages of Native Workers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immigrants from less developed countries</td>
<td>-0.2368**</td>
<td>-0.1432**</td>
<td>-2.6398*</td>
<td>-2.4472**</td>
<td>-2.3088**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares in workplace employment of:</td>
<td>(0.0275)</td>
<td>(0.0197)</td>
<td>(1.1488)</td>
<td>(0.8205)</td>
<td>(0.5587)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrants from EU-15 countries</td>
<td>0.3177**</td>
<td>0.0153</td>
<td>0.5857</td>
<td>0.5792*</td>
<td>-0.0200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares in workplace employment of:</td>
<td>(0.0522)</td>
<td>(0.0221)</td>
<td>(0.5345)</td>
<td>(0.2420)</td>
<td>(0.1659)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrants from other developed countries</td>
<td>-0.1887**</td>
<td>-0.0408</td>
<td>0.6882</td>
<td>0.6546</td>
<td>0.4735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares in workplace employment of:</td>
<td>(0.0474)</td>
<td>(0.0252)</td>
<td>(1.5936)</td>
<td>(1.0811)</td>
<td>(0.5448)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job-spell fixed effects</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time effects</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry effects</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional effects</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional time trends</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>543,089</td>
<td>543,089</td>
<td>543,089</td>
<td>543,089</td>
<td>543,089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.3945</td>
<td>0.9071</td>
<td>0.2250</td>
<td>0.2344</td>
<td>0.2438</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Estimations are based on a panel from 1993-2004. The panel includes a 5% sample of full-time private sector native workers aged 18-65 from workplaces with 10+ employees. Control variables included but not reported are: 1) Individual characteristics: Experience, experience^2, tenure, tenure^2, a dummy for censored tenure in 1980, individual dummy variables for age (six groups), sex, education (three groups), marital status, children aged 0-6 years, and city size (three groups); 2) Workplace characteristics: Number of employees (log), share of women in employment, share aged 40+, share of employees with further education, share with vocational education, and twenty industry dummies; 3) Regional characteristics: Unemployment rate, share of women in employment, share aged 40+, share with further education, share with vocational education, and shares of immigrants from group 1, 2, and 3, respectively, in employment, as well as regional dummies and time trends.

In columns (3), (4) and (5), the instruments used are, respectively, the 1987, 1990, and 1992 shares of the different groups of immigrants at the workplace interacted with the increase in the share of these immigrants in employment at the country level since then. 1-stage robust F-statistics are in all cases larger than 15. R-squared statistics reported in columns (3)-(5) are for the demeaned variables. Standard errors in parentheses. In column (1), standard errors are clustered by workplaces. Robust standard errors are used in columns (2)-(5). ** indicates significance at the 1% level, * indicates significance at the 5% level.
Table 6: LDC Immigrants and Wages of Native Workers by Education Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Basic education</th>
<th>Vocational education</th>
<th>Further education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>IV (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share in workplace employment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of immigrants from less</td>
<td>-0.2247**</td>
<td>-0.1321**</td>
<td>-0.2356**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>developed countries</td>
<td>(0.0346)</td>
<td>(0.0310)</td>
<td>(0.0323)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job-spell fixed effects</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time effects</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry effects</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional effects</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional time trends</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>195,434</td>
<td>195,434</td>
<td>258,853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.2897</td>
<td>0.9307</td>
<td>0.2340</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 1. stage F-test of instrument | 29.37 | 14.40 | 16.04 |

Notes: Estimations are based on a panel from 1993-2004. The panel includes a 5% sample of full-time private sector native workers aged 18-65 from workplaces with 10+ employees. In columns (1)-(3), individuals with a basic education are used. In columns (4)-(6), individuals with a vocational education are used, and in columns (7)-(9), individuals with a further education are used. (Control variables included but not reported are: 1) Individual characteristics: Experience, experience^2, tenure, tenure^2, a dummy for censored tenure in 1980, individual dummy variables for age (six groups), sex, marital status, children aged 0-6 years, and city size (three groups); 2) Workplace characteristics: Number of employees (log), share of women in employment, share aged 40+, share of employees with further education, share with vocational education, and twenty industry dummies; 3) Regional characteristics: Unemployment rate, share of women in employment, share aged 40+, share with further education, share with vocational education, and shares of immigrants from group 1, 2, and 3, respectively, in employment, as well as regional dummies and time trends. In columns (3), (6) and (9), the instrument used is the 1987 share of LDC immigrants at the workplace interacted with the increase in the share of LDC immigrants in employment at the country level since then. R-squared statistics reported in columns (3), (6) and (9) are for the demeaned variables. Standard errors in parentheses. In columns (1), (4) and (7) standard errors are clustered by workplaces. Robust standard errors are used in the other columns. ** indicates significance at the 1% level, * indicates significance at the 5% level.
Figure 1: Immigrants by Origin Countries in Percent of the Total Number of Employess (18-65 years), 1993-2004
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